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Abstract–This
This study mainly focuses on the development of two newly
newly-designed
designed control strategies including an adaptive control
scheme and a fuzzy-neural-network
network (FNN) control system for a single
single-stage boost inverter. First, the dynamic model of a single-stage
single
boost inverter
nverter is analyzed and built for the later control manipulation. Then, a model
model-based
based adaptive control scheme and a modelmodel
free FNN control system with varied learning rates are designed sequentially. The effectiveness of the proposed adaptive control
schemee and the proposed FNN control system is verified by experimental results of a 1kW single
single-stage
stage boost inverter prototype, and
their merits are indicated in comparison with a traditional double-loop proportional-integral
integral (PI) control framework. Experimental
results show that the superior FNN control system has significant improvements of 45.2% total harmonic distortion (THD) and
37.1% normalized-mean-square-error
error (NMSE) compared to the conventional double
double-loop
loop PI control framework under nonlinear
loads.
Keywords Adaptive control, Fuzzy neural network, Proportional
Proportional-integral control, Voltage tracking control, Boost inverter.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Ever increasing energy consumption, soaring energy costs,
and worsening global environmental conditions such as the
greenhouse effect have all contributed to the increased
interest in clean-energy
energy generation systems, e.g., wind
power [1]-[2], solar power [3]-[4],
[4], fuel cell [5]
[5]-[6], etc. For
a lower dc-voltage clean-energy
energy power conversion system
[1]-[7],
[7], the existing technology for commercial
applications mainly can be divided into the following two
kinds. One is the transformer-based
based structure
structure, which uses a
dc-ac
ac inverter to generate an ac utility line voltage by a
step-up transformer. The other is the two-stage
stage framework,
which adopts a dc-dc
dc boost converter to get a sufficient dc
dcbus voltage for the later dc-ac
ac inverter to obtain an ac
utilityy line voltage. However, the conversion efficiency of
the transformer-based structure is very low due to the
switching loss of the transformer. Moreover, the two
two-stage
power conditioning system has inevitable drawbacks, such
as being bulky, costly, and inefficient,
fficient, because each stage
has to have a high efficiency for a higher overall
efficiency, and more than five active components are
required [7]. For several practical concerns, it is desirable
to generate an ac utility line voltage with larger amplitude
than the input power source in a single stage. For
renewable energy applications, the dc-ac
ac inverter always
operates at the stand-alone power-supply
supply mode (e.g.,
small-size
size household appliance, electric vehicle, etc.) or
the grid-connected power-supply mode (e.g., power plant).
According to different operational modes, the closed
closed-loop

control method should control the output voltage with a
pre-specified
specified reference voltage and a low total harmonic
distortion (THD) in the stand-alone
alone power-supply
power
mode, or
manipulate
ulate the output current with a pre-specified
pre
reference current and a high power factor in the gridgrid
connected power-supply
supply mode. The scope of this study is
related to the tracking of the reference voltage in the
stand-alone power-supply
supply mode. In addition,
additio it focuses on
various control design and experimental comparison for a
single-stage
stage boost inverter to overcome the drawbacks of
a two-stage power conditioning system.
In the past researches, a single-stage
single
boost inverter
composed of two individual boost converters has received
more attention due to its simple structure and easy
understanding [8]. In this topology, both boost converters
are driven by two 180 phase-shifte
shifted dc-biased sinusoidal
references, and its differential output is an ac utility line
voltage. The boost converter, also known as the step-up
converter, is the basic dc-dc
dc converter configuration with
an output voltage higher than its input voltage. From the
t
control point of view, the fundamental control frame for a
boost converter is challenging because it is a bilinear
system and also a non-minimum
minimum phase system with respect
to the output to be controlled. The presence of unstable
zero dynamics introduces a hard constraint on the
achievable performance [9]-[10],
[10], and makes the control
problem more complicated [11]-[13].
[13].
The control of a single-stage
stage boost inverter is closely
related to the voltage tracking control problem of the basic
boost converter. Until now, its control problem is still a
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major concern [8], [14]-[15].
[15]. Cáceres and Barbi [8]
designed a sliding-mode
mode control framework for a boost dc
dcac inverter, and intended it to be used in uninterruptible
power supply (UPS) and ac drive system. But, the ccontrol
scheme in [8] seems to be impractical because strict
sufficient conditions with the coefficients in the sliding
surface should be satisfied. Cortes et al. [14] presented a
numerical method to find an exact inductor current
reference for handling thee tracking control of a boost
converter with a sinusoidal output voltage. However,
detailed system dynamics were required in [14] such
that the control performance was sensitive to system
parameters. Sanchis et al. [15] proposed a double
double-loop
regulationn scheme with an inductor current control inner
loop and an output voltage control outer loop for a single
singlestage boost inverter, which can be used in UPS,
photovoltaic systems, etc. Although the requirement of
detailed system dynamics has been relaxed in [15], the
stability of the double-loop
loop regulation scheme can not be
completely guaranteed under the possible occurrence of
operational conditions. In recent years, there are some
applications to use single-stage
stage boost inverters for the fuel
cell system in standalone power supply [16] and in grid
gridconnected power supply [17]. Jang and Agelidis [16]
investigated a boost inverter to achieve boosting and
inversion functions in a single stage for developing a fuel
fuelcell-based
based energy system that offers high conve
conversion
efficiency, low cost, and compactness. Jang et al. [17]
used the boost-inverter
inverter topology as a building block for a
single-phase grid-connected
connected fuel cell system offering low
cost and compactness. Unfortunately, traditional
proportional-integral (PI) control or proportional
proportional-resonant
(PR) control frameworks were adopted in [16]
[16]-[17] such
that the stability of these kinds of control systems could
not be completely assured when system uncertainties exist,
and [24]-[25].
[25]. The integrated FNN system poss
possesses the
merits of both fuzzy systems [22] (e.g., humanlike IF
IFTHEN rules thinking and ease of incorporating expert
knowledge) and neural networks [23] (e.g., learning and
optimization abilities, and connectionist structures). By
this way, one can bring the low-level
level learning and
computational power of neural networks into fuzzy
systems and also high-level,
level, humanlike IF
IF-THEN rule
thinking and reasoning of fuzzy systems into neural
networks.
Due to inherent instability and high non
non-linearity
associated with the boost converter dynamics in the single
singlestage boost inverter, the control problem is usually quite
challenging to power engineers, especially in model
model-free
control design. In this study, three control strategies
including PI control, adaptive control and FNN control are
implemented for the voltage tracking control of a single
singlestage boost inverter, and the corresponding experimental
results are provided to compare individual diversities.T
diversities.The
control gains should be repeatedly tuned to ensure
favorable performances. Furthermore, there are advanced
boost-inverter
inverter investigations for multiple energy sources

[18]-[19]. Garcia et al. [18] contributed a novel dual
transformerless single-stage current
ent source inverter fed by
a proton exchange membrane fuel cell and a photovoltaic
array. Danyali et al. [19] presented a new extendable
single-stage multi-input dc-dc/ac
dc/ac boost converter for a
battery-based energy system.
Conventional proportional-integral
integral-derivative (PID)- type
controllers are the most popular strategies in industry due
to their simple control structure, ease of design and
inexpensive cost [15], [20]. However, this model-free
model
PIDtype controller can not provide perfect control performance
if the controlled plant is highly nonlinear and uncertain. In
general, adaptive control is a popular strategy in coping
with structured uncertainties and provides a good
performance over a limited range [21]. But, detailed
system parameters are always required
re
in order to cancel
nonlinear terms in the system dynamics. On the other
hand, intelligent control techniques (fuzzy control or
neural network control) have been adopted in the control
field according to their powerful learning ability and
unnecessary prior knowledge of the controlled plant in the
design process [22]-[24].
[24]. Although
Althoug the fuzzy logic
technique allows the constructing of a control system
based in a group of rules in a similar way as the human
thought does, how to build appropriate rules is the major
problem [22]. Neural network has an inherent ability to
model complex
x processes, to compensate for unstructured
uncertainties and even to control the system without a prior
knowledge of system parameters. Unfortunately, the
internal behavior is very ambiguous to understand, i.e., it
lacks clarity in the nature of decision
decisio making [23].
Therefore, the concept of incorporating fuzzy logic into a
neural network has grown into a popular research topic
[12],
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and have to be greater than V 0.5Ao , in which Ao is the
in
peak amplitude of the inverter output voltage. Moreover,
the voltage gains of each boost converter can be obtained as
(4)
V1 / Vin 1 / (1 d1 )
(5)
V2 / Vin 1 / (1 d2 )

and c pn 2 denote the nominal values of a p1 , a p 2, b p1 ,
bp 2 , c p1 and c p 2 , respectively; a p1 , a p 2 , b p1 ,

where d1 and d 2 are the duty cycles for two boost
converters, respectively.
To express the dynamic modeling, it is assumed that all
the circuit components are ideal and the single
single-stage boost
inverter is operated in a continuous conduction mode.
Moreover, the circuit framework of the single
single-stage boost
inverter in Fig. 1(a) can be equivalent to the one in Fig.
1(b). When the power switch S2 is turned on, and the power

coefficients to avoid the inverse of control gains dividing
by the currents (iL1 and iL2); w (t)
( and w (t) are the

switch S1 is turned off, the input power source Vin charges
the inductor L1, and the capacitor C1 releases its stored
energy to the output terminal. On the contrary, when the
power switch S1 is turned on and the power switch S2 is
turned off, the energy stored in the inductor L1 is released to
the output terminal. The state-space averagge modeling [26]
of the equivalent circuit in Fig. 1(b) with the state variables
( iL1 and V1 ) is givenby
(6)
iL1 [Vin (1 d1 )V1 ] / L1
iL1
1 V1 V2
V
(
)
(1 d )
(7)
1
1
C1
Ro
C1
where i is the current passed through the inductor 1L .
L1
Similarly, the state-space
space average modeling with the state
variables ( i and V ) can be expressed as
L2
2
(8)
iL 2 [Vin (1 d 2 )V2 ] / L2
V
V
i
1
(9)
V
( 2 1 ) L 2 (1 d )
2
2
C2
Ro
C2
where iL 2 is the current passed through the inductor L2. By
taking the converter output voltages ( V
1 and V2 ) as the
system states under the occurrence of system uncertainties,
(7) and (9) can be rearranged as
V1 (t) a p1V1 (t) bp1u1 (t) c p1 (t) d p1 (t))
(apn1

ap1 )V1(t) (b pn1

(cpn1

bp1 )uu1 (t)

(10)

cp1 ) d p1 (t)

apn1V1 (t) bpn1u1 (t) cpn1 (t) w1 ((t)
V2 (t)

where
bp
cp
d

2
2
p 2

2

a pn 2V2 (t) bpn 2 u2 (t) cpn 2 (t) w2(t)
1 / ( Ro C1 ) ; a p 2 1 / (Ro C2 ) ;

;
k2 / C2
cp1
iL 2 / C2 V1 / (Ro C2 ) ;
(iL

2

k2 )u2 / C2 ; u1 d1

(11)

bp1 k1 / C1 ;

;
iL1 / C1 V2 / (Ro C1 )
d p1 (iiL1 k1 )u1 / C1 ;
and

u2 d 2

are control

2

(12)
(13)

Here, the bounds of the lumped uncertainties are assumed
to be given; that are
and w (t)
w1 (t)
(14)
1

where

2

2

is the operator of an absolute value;

1

and

are given positive constants. From (10) and (11), the
2
inverter output voltage can be expressed as
V o(t) V (t)
V (t)2
a pn1V (t)
b pn1u (t)
c pn1 (t) (15)
1
1
1
w (t) a V (t) b u (t) c (t) w (t)
1

pn 2 2

pn 2 2

pn 2

2

The control problem is to design suitable control efforts ( u
1
and u ) to force the system states ( V and V to track
2

1

2

reference converter output voltages ( V1ref and V2 ref ) under
the possible occurrence of system uncertainties. In other
words, the inverter output voltage ( V ) also can track its
o

reference sinusoidal command ( Voref ) if the voltage
tracking errors of two boost converters can converge to
zero.
III. CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN
A.

Double-Loop PI Control
In
industrial
applications,
the
double-loop
proportional-integral (PI)-type
type control is usually used due
to its simple scheme, ease of design, and inexpensive cost
[20]. A double-loop PI control sysstem [15] is adopted in
this study. Define the voltage tracking errors of two boost
converters in the outer loop as
(16)
ev1 V1ref V1

1ref

a p 2 )V2 (t) (bpn 2 b p 2 )u2 (t)
c p 2 ) d p 2 (t)
2

a p1

1

lumped uncertainties and defined as
ap1V1
bp1u1
cp1 d p1
w1 (t)
w2 (t) a p 2 V
b
u
cp 2 d p 2
2
p2 2

ev2 V2ref V2
and V
where V

a p 2V2 (t) bp 2 u2 (t) c p 2 (t) d p 2 (t)
(a pn
(cpn

bp 2 , cp1 and c p 2 represent the system parameter
variations; k and k
are extra designed positive
1
2

2 ref

(17)
are the refernce converter output

voltages. The reference inductor currents iL1ref and iL 2ref
are generated through PI voltage controllers according to
the converter voltage tracking errors ( ev1 and ev 2 ).
Moreover, the current tracking errors of two boost
converters in the inner loop are defined as
ei1 iL1ref iL1
ei 2

iL 2ref

(18)
(19)

iL 2
1
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tracking errors ( e

and e ). In this study, the PI control
i2
formula can be generally represented as
i1

u

uP

uI

k Pe k I

t

 ed

(20)

0

where u P is a proportional controller; u I is an integral
controller; k and k are the corresponding control
P
I
gains. Selection of the values for the gains in the PI control
system has a significant effect on the control performance
[20]. In general, they are determined according to desirable
system responses, e.g., rising time, settling time, etc. The
major drawbacks of a traditional PI control framework are
recited as follows. (i) The PI gains usually need manual
retuning before being transferred to the process under
different operational conditions. (ii) The PI
PI-type controller
can not provide favorable control performance if the
controlled plant has nonlinear and uncertain factors (e.g.,
the occurrence of a nonlinear load).
B.

Adaptive Control
In order to control the single-stage
stage boost inverter more
effectively, a new adaptive control system is proposed. The
objective of the proposed adaptive control for the single
singlestage boost inverter is to force the system state ( Vo ) to track
a reference inverter output voltage ( Voref ) under the
possible occurrence of system uncertainties. Define an
inverter voltage tracking error (e ) as
vo
(21)
e
V
V V
V V
V
vo

oref

o

1ref

1

2ref

2

According to (15) and (21), the derivative of the inverter
voltage tracking error can be expressed as

evo
V1ref a pn1V1 (t) b pn1u1 (t) c pn1 (t) w1 (t)
(22)
V
bpn 2 u2 (t) cpn 2 ((t) w2 (t)
2
ref a pn 2V2 (t)
Consider a Lyapunov function candidate as
(23)
VL evo2 / 2
By taking the derivative of VL with respect to time, one
can obtain

V
evo evo
evo [V1ref a pn1V1 (t) b pn1u1 (t) c pn1 (t)
L
(24)
w1 (t) V2 ref
a pn2V2 (t) bpn 2 u2 (t) c pn 2 ((t) w2 (t)]
By observing (24), one should design two control efforts

where k p1 , k p 2 and ki are positive gains; sgn( ) is a
sign function. By substituting (25)-(26)
(26) into (24), one can
obtain
k e2 k e 2 k t e2 d e
[
w ]
V
L
p1 vo
p 2 vo
vo
1
1
i 0 vo
(27)
2
2
evo [ 2 w2 ] k p1 evo k p 2 voe 0
As can be seen from (27), it can imply that the inverter
voltage tracking error evo go to zero asymptotically
because the derivative of VL is a negative-definite
function. According to Lyapunov theorem [21], thestability
the
of the adaptive control scheme for the single-stage
single
boost
inverter can be guaranteed if the condition of 1 w1 (t)
and

2

w2 (t) can be satisfied.

C.

FNN Control System
A fuzzy neural network (FNN) control system with a
four-layer
layer network structure composed of the input ( i
layer), membership ( j layer), rule ( k layer) and output
( o layer) layers is adopted [12]. The membership layer
acts as the membership functions. Moreover, all the nodes
in the rule layer form a fuzzy rule base. The signal
propagation and the basic function in each layer of the FNN
are introduced as follows.
For every node i in the input layer transmits the input
variables xi (i 1,, n) to the next layer directly, and n is
the total number of the input nodes. Moreover, each node in
the membership layer performs a membership function. In
this study, the membership layer represents the input values
with the following Gaussian membershipfunctions:
membership
(x m j ) 2
(28)
, j (net (x
i
i
( i )) exp(net j( xi ))
net j (xi )
i
j
j
2
( i)
where exp( ． ) is the exponential operator; m j and
i

(i 1,, n; j 1,,n pi ) , respectively, are the mean and
the standard deviation of the Gaussian function in the j-th
term of the i-th input variable x to the node of this layer.
j

i

i

In
order with
to represent
cinputs,
including
different
clusters
respect tothe
thegeneral
networkcase
the symbol
np
i

( u1 and u2 ) to respectively deal with the system dynamic is utilized to denote the individual number of the linguistic and
n
uncertainty terms ( V1ref apn1V1 (t) cpn1 (t) w1 (t)) and variable with respect to each input node. nr  i 1 n p V
a
V
(t)
c
2ref
2
pn 2 2
pn 2 (t)
represents
the
total
number
of
membership
functions.
In
w2 (t) ) for making the
addition, each node k in the rule layer is denoted by ,
definite function. Thus,
derivative of VL to be a negative-definite
which multiplies the input signals and outputs the result of
the proposed adaptive control laws for the single-stage
the product. The output of this layer is givenas
given
boost inverter can be designed as
n
k
j
1
(29)
w
(net (x ))
u1 b pn1
[ a pn1V 1 V 1ref c pn1
sgn(e vo )
k
ji
i
j
i
1
i
1
(25)
t
where
(k 1,, n y ) represents the k-th output of the
k p1evo ki  ev1 d ]
k
0
rule layer; wk are the weights between the membership
1

u b [ a V V
c
sgn(ee )
ji
i

2

pn 2

pn 2

k e

2

2 ref
t

pn 2

2

vo

(26)

layer and the rule layer and are assumed to be unity; yn is
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wo ( N 1) wo (N ) ∆wo
(34)
of (29) represents the product operation of the membership
k
k
k
grade from the membership layer in the j--th term of the i-th where N denotes the number of iterations. Since the
input variable. The range of j is from 1 to n pi . By weights in the rule layer are unified, only the error term
should be calculated and propagated.
considering full rule combinations, the number of rules can
n
E
n . This product operation is
be represented as n y
(35)
w1 f
w2 f
i 1 pi
k
1 k 1
1
2 k 2
2
k
utilized to determine the firing strength. It can be referred
In the membership layer, the error term is computed as
as the fuzzy inference mechanism. Furthermore, the output
follows:
node
together with
links connected
it act as a
E
defuzzification procedure. Each node yo (o 1, , no )
n
(36)

j
k 1 k k
net
(x
)
computes the overall output as the summation of all input
y

j

signals with the following type:

The update laws of m j and
i

ny
o

y

f

o



k

( wo )

k

f

o

o

( )

i

/ [1

o

exp(

(30)
)]

mi (N

∆mi with

1)mi ( N )

j

j

j

k 1

where

f o ( ) is

the

sigmoid

activation

function;

m



o

k 1

wk

is a positive consta
tant; wko is

;

the

output action strength of the o-th
th output associated with the
k-th
th rule. In this study, the inputs of the FNN control
system are the voltage tracking errors ( x1 ev1 and
x2 ev 2 ), and its outputs are the control efforts ( y1 u1
and y2 u2 ) for the single-stage
stage boost inverter. In general,
the outputs of the conventional control law can not be
guaranteed to be inside the range (0~1) for the duty cycles
of the power switches in the boost inverter, so that the
corresponding control parameters should be carefully
selected to avoid the occurrence of the PWM saturation. As
can be seen from the design of the FNN output in (30), the
utilization of the sigmoid activation function can be directly
supplied to the duty cycles of the power switch
switches in the
boost inverter without strict constraints on control
parameters selection.
To describe the on-line
line learning algorithm of this FNN
control system via supervised gradient descent method, first
the energy function E is defined as
2
E (evo e v12 ev 22 ) / 2
(31)
In the output layer, the error terms to be propagated are
given as
E
y

1

(evo ev1 2 )Vin
(1 u )

1

1

E
y
2
and

2

where
1

(32a)

2

(1

dividing

(ev 2 evo 2 )Vin
(32b)
(1 u )
2
are positive
gains to be designed by the

2

1

1

(1 u1 )2

zero,

where

i

where

m

j

and

i

ij

(N) ∆

and

are

positive

i
i

with

2(xi j m3ij )2
(38)
(
)
i
i
are the learning-rate
learning
parameters of the
s

s

)

E

s

j

j

mean and the standard deviation of the Gaussian function.
Selection of the values for the learning-rate
learning
parameters has
a significant effect on the network performance. In order to
train the FNN effectively, varied learning rates, which
guarantee
tee convergence of the voltage tracking errors based
on the analyses of a discrete-type
type Lyapunov function, are
adopted [25]. Consider the energy function in (31) as a
discrete-type
type Lyapunov function, and the change in the
Lyapunov function can be written as
(39)
E( N ) E( N 1) E( N )
Then, the linearized model of the energy function [25] can
be approximately represented by
n
n

 E(N)
o
E( N 1) E( N ) ∆ E( N ) E( N)  
∆ wk 
o
o 1 k 1 

wk
y

o

nj

n

 E(N )

 

E(N
E )



(40)

 mi
i

According to (33), (37) and (38), (40) can be rewrittenas
i

1

j

j

1

j

∆ mi

j

j
i

∆

2

E( N

E( N )

1

1
E( N )
s

( )
E N y

n


 
3 E( N ) o 1 k 1  yo

n

y
n n n
m
N
     E( N)
o
E(N ) i 1 j 1 o 1 k 1  yo
o

1) E( N)

3

and

2
u2 ) is helpful to avoid the terms in (32)

by

j

1)

(

o

user. In this study, the design of
1

(N

(37)

j 2

i

1

1

2

j

j

m

j

k

m

j

i

o

mj)

2(x

E

mi
i

ny

can be obtained as

j
i

ny

o

w

pi

o

ny

o

o

k

k

ui

j

j
k

i

j

E( N ) y
o

2

j 
mi 
j

y


    
n npi no

o



wk 
o
o

i

j

2
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in the output layer, the change of the mean and standard
deviation in the Gaussian function, respectively; | | is the
absolute value operator; b

n
n
E(N )
  E

o 1k 1 
yo

o

w

y

y

o

o

wko

 ;



j
o
o
k
i


E(
N
)
y
bm     
;

j
j
i 1 j 1o 1k 1
u m
o
k
 yo
i
i

n n n n 
E(N ) y
j 
o
o
k
i
b     
If
the
 .
j
j
s
i 1 j 1o 1k 1
ui
 yo
o
k
i 
learning-rate
rate parameters of the FNN are designed as
E(N )
E(N ) , m
E(N ) , s
(42)
w
3(b2
)
3(b2
)
3(b2
)
n

ny

npi no

pi

o

y

w

where

o

m

output voltage of a single-stage
stage boost inverter are set at
and
, respectively.
110
2 sin(377t)
sin(377
Vin 48V
Voref
Moreover, the prototype of the boost inverter is designed
with the maximum output power, Po(max) 1kW . In this
boost inverter, two IGBT modules including four
switches are adopted, and the corresponding

power
circuit

components are
C C 30 F .

H and

1

as

L1

2

L2

200

Digital Oscilloscope
Notebook
Notebook

Digital Oscilloscope

Digital Signal
Processor

s

is a small positive constant. The total amount of
1
2
m
s
w
bm , and
bs 2 is less
b 2,
E( N)
3 E
E( N)

1
1
w
3 E(N )
3
than one, i.e., E( N 1) E( N ) . Thus, the Lyapunov
stability of E( N ) 0 and E( N )
0 can be guaranteed
according to (39) [21]. Moreover, the voltage tracking
errors will convergeto zero gradually.
The superior learning of FNN with varied learning rates
can be found in published literatures [24], [25]. Since the
best values of the learning rates at the beginning of learning
may be not as good in later learning, a more efficient
approach in [24] is used to update the learning rates
according to the decreasing or increasing of the energy
function E.. However, the system stability can not be
guaranteed by the approach in [24]. Wai and Liu [25]
investigated varied learning rates for a dynamic Petri
recurrent-fuzzy-neural-network,
network, and this network structure
was applied to the path tracking control of a mobile robot.
Although the convergence of path tracking errors can be
guaranteed in [25], it will cause the chattering phenomena
during the learning process because the system sensitivity
in [25] is approximated by the sign function. The major
contributions of the proposed FNN control system are
recited as follows. (i) The utilization of the sigmoid
activation function in the FNN output (30) to be directly
supplied for the duty cycles of the power switches in the
boost inverter without strict constraints on control
parameters selection. (ii) The derivation of varied learning
rates in (42)
2) to guarantee the convergence of the voltage
tracking errors without the approximation of system
sensitivity. Wai and Shih [12] designed an adaptive fuzzy
fuzzyneural-network
network control (AFNNC) scheme for the voltage
tracking control of a conventional dc-dc
dc boos
boost converter.
However, system dynamic parameters were used for the
adaptation laws of the network parameters. The difference
between the major techniques in [12] and this study is the
proposed FNN control system without the detailed system
information.

selected

Boost Inverter

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
By considering a commercial ac power (110Vrms@60
Driver Circuit &
Feedback Circuit

Fig. 2. Practical photograph of experimental equipment.

Figure 2 shows the practical photograph of the entire
experimental setup. In the experiments, all the control
con
methodologies are carried out using a digital-signal
digital
processor (DSP) TMS320F2812 with 150µ s sample time,
manufactured by Texas Instruments. The TMS320F2812
chip has a system cycle of 6.67ns, a 32bit fixed point
central arithmetic logic unit,
32bit
accumulators,
multipliers, and registers. Isolation amplifiers (AD202JN)
and operational amplifiers (LM741) are used in the voltage
feedback circuit to obtain the output voltages of two boost
converters and the single-stage
stage boost inverter for the
utilization of the double-loop
loop proportional-integral
proportional
(PI)
control framework, the adaptive control scheme, and the
fuzzy neural network (FNN) control system. The measured
ac output voltage is firstly fed into the AD202JN through
the resistive voltage divider, and then
t
the AD202JN
produces a varied dc signal. Moreover, the operational
amplifiers are used to adjust the DC offset and gain of this
feedback signal to an appropriate value before feeding into
the analog/digital converter (ADC) of the DSP board. Hall
sensorss (LA100) and operational amplifiers (LM741) are
used in the current feedback circuit to sense the inductor
currents. When the measured current flows through the
winding on the LA100, a signal is produced by a magnetic
coupling circuit inside the LA100. In addition, the
operational amplifiers are used to adjust the dc offset and
gain of the feedback signal to an appropriate value before
feeding into the ADC of the DSP board.
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circuits to execute the double-loop PI control framework,
the adaptive control scheme, and the FNN control system,
respectively.
The control parameters in the double
double-loop PI control
framework, the adaptive control scheme, and the FNN
control system are given as follows:
kPv1 kPv 2 0.08 , kIv1 kIv 2 800
kPi1 kPi 2 0.05
kIi1

kIi

2

18.05 ,

k1 k2

24 ,

k p1 k

p 2

and ev 2 . The effect due to the inaccurate selection of the
initialized parameters can be retrieved by the on-line
on
learning methodology.
The following normalized-mean
mean-square-error (NMSE)
value of the voltage tracking response is used for
examining the control performance:
1 T
(44)
NMSE(x)
x2 (n)
xmax T n 1
where x is the inverter voltage tracking error ( e vo ); xmax

65 ,

2800 , 1
0.86 , 1
0.054 ,
2
2
(43)
0.01 ,
0.83
is the amplitude of the voltage command; T is the total
where kPv1 , kPv 2 , kIv1 and kIv 2 are the proportional and sampling instant. As can be seen from the lumped
uncertainties in (12) and (13), the change of load will
integral gains in the outer loop of the PI voltage controller;
, a , c and c ).
influence the system parameters ( ap1
p
p2
kPi1 , kPi 2 , kIi1 and kIi 2 are the proportional and integral
p1
p2
Thus, the output power varied between 500W and 1kW, the
gains in the inner loop of the PI current controller. As for
condition of a nonlinear load, and the input voltage varied
the double-loop PI control design, the bandwidth is
with 48V±15% will be used to examine the transient
designed as 3kHz for the inner current control loop and
behavior and the ability of the control strategies to tolerate
300Hz for the outer voltage control loop. 50º
50º-phase
the system (parameters) uncertainties inthe
in
experiments.
margins are specified for both loops. With these
specifications, the proportional and integral constants of the
(10ms/div)
((10ms/div)
1 0ms/div)
(10
10m
ms/div)
V V
VV VV
(50
50V
V/div)
(50V/div)
PI current controllerr are 0.05 and 18.05, respectively, while
they are 0.08 and 800, respectively, for the PI voltage
(100V/div)
(100
100V
V/d iv)
controller.
In (43), the values of k1 k2 24
are 0V
V
V
V
ki

11

2 2

11

22

in
in

w1 (t)

and

(b)

(a)
(1 0ms/div)
(10ms/div)

ii

w2 (t) . The
selection of 1
0.054 is helpful to avoid the error
2
terms in the output layer of the FNN dividing by zero; a
small value of
0.01 is selected to avoid varied
learning rates dividing by zero. The value of
0.83 is
1

0V

0V

phenomenon, the larger values of k p11 k p 2 65 and
ki 2800 are set to cope with the possible occurrence of
the worst cases

o

0V

selected to avoid the inverse of control gains dividing by
the currents (iL1 and iL2). When small values of
0.86 are selected to alleviate the chattering
1
2

i LL 22

LL 11

TTHD=3.12%
HD=3.1212%
%

((10ms/div)
1010m
ms/div)
((20A/div)
2 0A/div) ((100V/div)
10 0V/div)

(20
20A
A/di v)
(20A/div)

Voo
V

2

0V

I oo

0A
0A
NMSE =0 .02 76
NMSE=0.0276

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3.
Experimental results of PI control at 1kW output power.
selected to curb the output of the FNN to be inside the
(20ms/div)
(20ms/div)
reasonable range for the duty cycle of the power switch in
(2020m
ms/div)
(20ms/d iv)
((20A/div)(100V/div)
20A/div) (10 0V/d iv)
(20A/div)
(20A/div) ((100V/div)
100V/div)
the boost inverter. In this study, the inputs of the FNN are
V
V
V
the voltage tracking errors ( ev1 and ev 2 ); i.e., n=2.
0V
0V
III
Moreover, the outputs of the FNN are the control efforts
0A
II
0A
( u1 and u2 ); i.e., no 2 . In order to achieve the lowest
NMSE=0.0298
NMSE=0.0332
NMSE =0 .0 332332
NMSE =0 .0 298298
computation burden in practice, the associated fuzzy sets
with Gaussian function for each input signal are equally
(a)
(b)
divided into N (negative), Z (zero),
ero), and P (positive); i.e., Fig. 4. Experimental results of PI control under output power variations:
(a) Output power changes from 500W to 1kW; (b) Output power changes
n p 3 and n p 3 ( nr 3 3 6 ). One can obtain the
o

o

1

from 1kW to 500W.

2

(b)

oo

oo
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(a)
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(c)

Io

0A

time (sec)
(d)

0.38

0.38

0.36

(b)

Fig. 6. Experimental results of adaptive control under output power
variations: (a) Output power changes from 500W to 1kW; (b) Output
power changes from 1kW to 500W.

The experimental results of the proposed adaptive
control scheme for the boost inverter at 1kW output power
are depicted in Fig. 5. To compare Fig. 3 with Fig. 5, the
proposed adaptive control scheme provides better voltage
tracking responses with lower THD and NMSE values.
Moreover, the experimental results of the
proposed
adaptive control system for the boost inverter under output
power variations are depicted in Fig.. 6, where the output
power changes from 500W to 1kW in subfigure (a), and the
output power changes from 1kW to 500W in subfigure (b).
It is obvious that the NMSE values (0.0332 and 0.0298)
under the occurrence of load variations in Fig. 4 are
reduced to (0.0272 and 0.0254) by the proposed adaptive
control scheme. By observing Fig. 6, the transient time of
the proposed adaptive control scheme for th
the boost inverter
under load variations is less than 2ms.

0.36

0.34
s

m

0.34
0

0.02

0.04 0.06
time (sec)
(e)

0.08
0.08

0.32
0

0.1
0.1

0.02
0.02

0.04 0.06
time (sec)
(f)

0.08

0.1

Fig. 8. Experimental network parameters of FNN control system: (a)
; (c) w ; (d) w ; (e) m ; (f) s .
m ; (b)

The experimental results of the proposed FNN control
system for the boost inverter at 1kW output power are
depicted in Fig. 7. In comparison with the adopted PI
control framework and the proposed adaptive control
scheme, the proposed
oposed FNN control system yields superior
voltage tracking responses with lower THD and NMSE
values. For ease of notation, define adjustable parameter
vectors m, and w collecting all the means and standard
deviations of the Gaussian functions and the weights
weigh in the
output layer as m
σ [ 1 n 1
1
1
2
p1

n
n
n
[m11  m 1 m1 2 m 2  m1 n m ]n ,
n
1
n
] , and w [w w1
 1
p1

p2

2

p2

pn

pn

n

n

1

ny
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meter changes
w2 w 2  w n  wn ] . These free param
o

1

ny

o

1

ny

during the voltage tracking of the boost inverter can be
observed from Fig. 8(a)-(c), in which
denotes the
Euclidean norm. Moreover, the adaptations of the learning
rates as the boost inverter tracks its desired output voltage
are also depicted in Fig. 8(d)-(f).
(f). It is evident that the
learning rates changes during the trasient process to handle
the real environment,
ment, and all the tuned parameters can be
constricted to ensure the stabilityof
of the internal states.
The experimental results of the proposed FNN control
system for the boost inverter under output power variations
are depicted in Fig. 9, where the output power changes
from 500W to 1kW in subfigure (a), and the output power
changes from 1kW to 500W in subfigure (b). It is obvious
that the NMSE values (0.0332 and 0.0298) under the
occurrence of load variations in Fig. 4 are reduced to
(0.0231 and 0.0211) byy the proposed FNN control system
with varied learning rates. As can be seen from Fig. 9, there
is no output current oscillation during the output power
variations between 500W and 1kW by the proposed FNN
control system. By observing Fig. 9, the transient time of
the proposed FNN control system for the boost inverter
under load variations is less than 1ms.
(20ms/div)
(20A/div) (100V/div)

(20ms/div)
(20A/div) (100V/div)

Vo

framework, the adaptive control scheme, and the FNN
control system are 34.5µ s, 40.5µ s, and 117µ s, respectively.
Although the computational costs of the proposed adaptive
control scheme and the proposed FNN control system are
higher than the one of the double-loop
loop PI control
framework, the proposed adaptive control scheme has over
8% THD and 14.8% NMSE improvements than the doubledouble
loop PI control framework; the proposed FNN control
system with varied learning
arning rates has over 14.4% THD
and 29.3% NMSE
improvements
than the
double-loop
loop PI control framework. Due to the increasingly
requirement of various functions in the power conditioners,
microchips or micro-controllers
controllers are always taken as the
control center
er in recent years. Because the operation speed
of microchips or micro-controllers
controllers is substantially
increased in the past decade, and the control interval is set
at 150µ s in this study, the interval time is long enough to
execute the proposed adaptive control scheme and the
proposed FNN control system in practical applications.
According to experimental results in Figs. 3-10,
3
the
proposed FNN control system indeed yields superior
transient and steady-state voltage tracking control
performance than the adopted PI control framework and the
proposed adaptive control scheme under the possible
occurrence of system uncertainties.

Voo

THD=5.24%
THD=5.24%

I oo

(10ms/div)
(10A/div) (100V/div)

Vo
V
o

Vo
V
o

0V
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THD=3.32%
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(10A/div)(100V/div)

I oo

0A

0V

0V

0A

I oo

0A

I oo

NMSE=0.0211

NMSE=0.0231

(a)

(b)

The experimental results of the single
single-stage boost
inverter
under
nonlinear
loads
(i.e.,
resistor
(300Ω)-inductor (500µ H)-capacitor
capacitor (180µ F) RLC load) are
depicted in Fig. 10, where the subfigure (a) is the response
of the adopted PI control framework, the subfigure (b) is
the response of the proposed adaptive control scheme, the
subfigure (c) is the response of the proposed FNN control
system, and the subfigure (d) is the running time for per
cycle in individual control strategies. As can be seen from
Fig. 10, the THD and NMSE values (5.24% aand 0.0448)
induced by the adopted PI control framework can be
reduced to be 3.32% and 0.0335 by the proposed adaptive
control scheme, and to be 2.87% and 0.0282 by the
proposed FNN control system with varied learning rates.
The THD values of the proposed adaptive
daptive control scheme
and the proposed FNN control system can be properly
controlled less than 5% to comply with the international
standard compliance (e.g., the IEEE standard 1547
1547-2003).
The experimental records for the THD and NMSE values of
the adopted PI control framework, the proposed adaptive
control scheme, and the proposed FNN control system for

NMSE=0.0335
NMSE=0.0335

NMSE=0.0448
NMSE=0.0448

Fig. 9. Experimental results of FNN control under output power
variations: (a) Output power changes from 500W to 1kW; (b) Output
power changes from 1kW to 500W.
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the single-stage
stage boost inverter at examined conditions are
summarized in Table I. As can be seen from Fig. 10(d), the
running times for per cycle in the double-loop PI control
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Fig. 10. Experimental results under nonlinear loads: (a) PI control; (b)
Adaptive control; (c) FNN control; (d) Running time for per cycle in
individual control strategies.
Table I.
EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE COMPARISONSOF
OF PICONTROL,
ADAPTIVE CONTROL AND FNN CONTROL FOR SINGLE-STAGE BOOST
INVERTER
Control
Test
condition
Output power
1kW
Output power
variation from
500W to 1kW
Output power
variation from
1kW to 500W
Nonlinear
load

PI control

Adaptive
control

FNN control

THD

NMSE

THD

NMSE

THD

NMSE

3.12%

0.0276

2.87%

0.0220

2.67%

0.0195

5.24%

0.0332

0.0272

0.0231

0.0298

0.0254

0.0211

0.0448

3.32%

0.0335

2.87%

0.0282
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In order to imitate renewable energy applications with
the input dc voltage variations (e.g., photovoltaic voltage
varied with solar irradiation), Figure 11 exhibits the
experimental output voltage regulation characteristics of
the proposed FNN control system
ystem against the change of the
input voltage, where the response of the input voltage
variation from 48V to 40.8V (-15%)
15%) with 500W output
power is depicted in Fig. 11(a); the response of the input
voltage variation from 48V to 55.2V (+15%) with 500W
output power is depicted in Fig. 11(b). As can be seen from
this figure, the proposed FNN control system, which is less
sensitive to the input voltage variation, also can get
favorable transient and steady-state
state voltage control
performance under varied input voltages.
NMSE=0.015

V in

Vo

(500ms/div)

0V

(500ms/div)

Vo

0V
0A

Vin

NMSE=0.013

0V
0A

I oo
THD=1.79%

V inin

(20ms/div)
(10V/div)

0V

I oo

V in

THD=1.72%
THD=1.72%

Vo
V
o

V oo
0V

0V

Io

0A

II
o

0A
(10A/div) (100V/div)

0V

(a)

(20ms/div)
(20ms/div)
(10V/div)
(10V/div)

NMSE records in Fig. 12(c) and (d) are 0.0174 and 0.0179,
respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 12, the proposed
FNN control system can provide favorable control
performance under the changes of load powerfactors.
power
In order to examine the effectiveness
effecti
of the boost
inverter with the superior FNN control system for real
household appliances, a fourteen-inch
inch electric fan with a
rated voltage 110Vrms and a rated power 100W (power
factor =0.98 lagging) is adopted here. The experimental
output voltage and current at the middle wind velocity is
depicted in Fig. 13(a), where the THD and NMSE records
are 0.54% and 0.0021, respectively. Moreover, the
experimental result under the wind velocity changed from
the middle level to the large level is depicted in Fig. 13(b),
and the one under the wind velocity changed from the
middle level to the small level in Fig. 13(c). The NMSE
records in Fig. 13(b) and (c) are 0.0029 and 0.0026,
respectively. It is obvious that the single-stage boost
inverter with the proposed FNN control system can work
well for real household appliances.

(10A/div) (100V/div)
(100V/div)
(10A/div)

0V

THD=0.54%

(b)

Fig. 11. Experimental results of FNN control under input voltage
variations: (a) Input voltage changes from 48V to 40.8V; (b) Input voltage
changes from 48V to 55.2V.
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Fig. 12. Experimental results of boost inverter with FNN control for
various loads with different power factors: (a) RL load; (b) RC load; (c)
Varied from RL load to RC load; (c) Varied from RC load to RL
RLload.

For testing the ability of the boost inverter with the
superior FNN control system for various loads with
different power factors, the resistor-inductor
inductor (RL) load with
a power factor of 0.9 lagging and the resistor
resistor-capacitor (RC)
load with a power factor of 0.82 leading are adopted. The
experimental results at various loads are depicted in Fig. 12.
The inverter output voltage and current under the RL load
is depicted in Fig. 12(a), where the THD and NMSE
records are 2.11% and 0.0161, respectively. The inverter
output voltage and current under the RC load is depicted in
Fig. 12(b), where the THD and NMSE records are 2.28%
and 0.0167, respectively. Figure 12(c) shows the inverter
output voltage and current under the variation from the RL

Fig. 13. Experimental results of boost inverter with FNN control for
electric fan applications: (a) Middle wind velocity; (b) Wind velocity
changes from middle level to large level; (c) Wind velocity changes from
middle level to small level.

load to the RC load;
ad; the ones under the variation from the RC
load to the RL load is depicted in Fig. 12(d). The
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Figure 14 summarizes the conversion efficiency of the
single-stage
stage boost inverter under different powers. On the
experimental system, the converter efficiency
fficiency is evaluated
via Power Analyzer PA4400A equipment, manufactured
by the AVPower Company. The bandwidth of the
PA4400A is dc to 500kHz, and the accuracy of the
measured power is within ±0.1%. From this experimental
result, the maximum conversion efficiency
ficiency is about 86.4%
at the output power of 364W, and the conversion
efficiency at the maximum output power 1kW is 82%. As
a result, the maximum conversion efficiency 86.4% of the
single-stage
stage boost inverter should be equivalently both the
power conversion efficiencies of a two-stage
stage framework
including a dc-dc boost converter and a dc--ac inverter over
93%. Even for the conversion efficiency 82% at the
maximum output power 1kW, both the power conversion
efficiencies of a two-stage
stage framework should be ov
over 91%.
Besides, there are severe voltage/current ripples with twice
of output ac frequency in
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Fig. 14. Conversion efficiency of single-stage
stage boost inverter under
different powers.

V. CONCLUSION
This study has successfully implemented a double
double-loop
proportional-integral
integral (PI) control framework, an adaptive
control scheme and a fuzzy neural network (FNN) control
system with varied learning rates for a single
single-stage boost
inverter to demonstrate their individual control diversities.
The quantitative and qualitative performance comparisons
of the double-loop
loop PI control framework, the adaptive
control scheme, and the FNN control system are given in
Table II. The PI control framework belongs to an event
eventbased linear controller. There are larger total ha
harmonic
distortion
(THD)
and
normalizedmean-square-error
error (NMSE) values under the occurrence of
power variations; therefore, the control gains should be
retuned due to different operational conditions. Moreover,
the proposed adaptive control scheme not oonly has good
tracking response, but also makes this system more
robust under different operational
conditions. However, this scheme requires detailed
system information. In addition, the FNN control system
with varied learning rates is presented to solv
solve this problem.
It can be designed successfully without complex
mathematical dynamic model, and possesses smaller THD
and NMSE values. As can be seen from Table II, the
proposed FNN control system has 14.4% THD and 29.3%
NMSE improvements at the condition of 1kW output power
than the conventional double-loop
loop PI control framework.
Due to the on-line learning ability of the FNN, the proposed
FNN control system at the condition of nonlinear load has
significant improvements of 45.2% THD and 37.1% NMSE
compared to the conventional double--loop PI control
framework. Although the adopted double
double-loop PI control
framework is a model-free
free control design similar to the
proposed FNN control system, the PI gains usually need
manual retuning before being transferred tto the process
under different operational conditions.
In this study, the proposed adaptive control

scheme belongs to a model-based
based control
framework, and the corresponding control
performance is easily affected by system distortion
and parameter changes. Even
ven though
the
introduction of identification of possible changes
in
the load parameters caused by the
circumstances into the proposed adaptive control
scheme may improve the control performance, it
will result in a more complicated control
framework, and
nd the system stability is a latent
problem to
be challenged. From these
performance comparisons, the FNN control
system with varied learning rates is more suitable
to control the single-stage
stage boost inverter than the
PI control and adaptive control schemes,
sche
even
though it requires a high computation amount.
The major contributions of this applicationapplication
oriented study are summarized as follows. (i) The
successful derivation of the dynamic model of a
single-stage
stage boost inverter to design a modelmodel
based adaptive control scheme.
(ii) The successful development of a model-free
model
FNN control system with varied learning rates for
a single-stage
stage boost inverter to relax the
requirement of detailed system information in the
adaptive control scheme. (iii) The successful
succe
comparisons of individual control performances
to provide designers with preliminary guideline
for manipulating this single-stage
stage boost inverter
efficiently. Although the developed boost inverter
plus the voltage tracking control design belongs to
a stand-alone
alone application, it can further add a gridgrid
connected inductor and modify the voltage-type
voltage
boost inverter control into a current-type
current
one to
form a grid-connected power-supply
supply framework in
the future.
TABLE II.
QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE PERFORMANCE
COMPARISONS
Control System

Baseline

Adaptive
control
8%

Baseline

36.6%

Baseline

20.3%

Baseline

25.2%

Low

High

Learning ability

None

None

Computation burden

Low

Low

Performance
Improvement
Rate

the high-voltage bus as for a two-stage
stage framework [7]. One
can conclude that the objective of high-efficiency
efficiency power
conversion can be achieved by the adopted single
single-stage
boost converter in this study.

THD

NMSE

Output
power 1kW
Nonlinear
load
Output
power 1kW

Nonlinear
load
Dependence on system
parameter

PI control

FNN
control
14.4
%
45.2
%
29.3
%
37.1
%
None
On-line
learning
High
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